Selecting the Right
Benefits Administration
Platform

Introduction

When you want to bake a cake, you need to make sure you have the
essentials on hand- eggs, butter, sugar, and flour.
These are the foundations to a delicious dessert. However, beyond the basics, you
might need cocoa powder, vanilla, coffee grounds, chocolate chips, and powdered
sugar to create a double layered chocolate cake with chocolate frosting. Jumping
from a basic plain cake to a decadent dessert can take time and finesse- you need
to first collect the ingredients to elevate the cake and fine tune your frosting skills to
ensure your cake is Instagram ready.
Just as your organization has the foundation to build a great culture and product,
the details, or added flavorings, is what really brings the company to life. Having
the right ingredients in your pantry is essential to give your company that extra pop
and to continue your acceleration and growth.
When growing your company and team it’s important to have the right tools to help
you with your day to day tasks to help focus on the larger picture- the frosting on
the cake. Implementing a benefits administration platform can help you with these
details and automate some of the tasks that fall to HR. However, there are many
platforms out there, just as there are many flavors of cake. So, how do you
choose?

Having the right ingredients in your
pantry is essential to give your
company that extra pop
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Understanding Your
Needs

To PEO or not to PEO?
A PEO or Professional Employer
Organization partners with
companies to provide comprehensive
HR outsourcing to assist with tasks
such as HR, benefits, regulatory
compliance, and payroll. Most likely if
you are a small HR organization, you
are using a PEO to assist with day to
day HR tasks in order for you and
your team to focus on larger HR
projects. However if you are over 100
employees, it might be time to
consider working with a broker and
using a larger platform to administer
your benefits and related HR tasks in
order to better manage.
Transitioning from a PEO can be
overwhelming so here is a quick
checklist to consider switching from a
PEO to a Benefits Admin Platform:

Size Matters – Once your company reaches a
size where the cost benefit from the healthcare
savings is less than the PEO admin fees, it’s time
to make a switch.
HR Employee Hiring Time – Once you’re
paying the salary of an HR hire that can manage
payroll and benefits it is time to consider
transitioning off the PEO.
Establishing a Health History –Once your
company is no longer community rated (sharing
the same rates as companies with a similar size)
begin to
a “claims
history”
for your
Size you
Matters
– aggregate
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start
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better.
healthcare savings is less than the PEO

admin
fees, it’s time to make a switch.
Inability to Customize Healthcare –PEOs

provide a breadth of healthcare options but what
they have is what you get. There are no options
for customization to address specific corporate
needs.
Investment Control - Companies do not have
the same decision making power for investment
options in 401(k) plans administered by a PEO.
Building a strong “on-brand” corporate
culture – Employees will be interacting with the
PEO brand for their health insurance, payroll and
benefits rather than yours which can create
some confusion for them with your brand identity.
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Understanding Your Needs

Consulting with Other Departments
While you might love one vendor, it is important to ensure that other
departments or teams are on board as well. Does the platform offer easy
onboarding where new hires can fill out their W2’s, I9’s, and other pertinent
paperwork? Is the payroll system easy to use? Depending on how your
organization is structured, it is important to have buy-in from all teams and
departments. Create a team of key stakeholders to help make the decision
when evaluating platforms in order to ensure that everyone is on board with the
final selection.
Once you understand your needs, compile a list of questions to ask each
vendor to see if they meet your qualifications. There are many vendors in the
space, so preparing for task at hand can make the search less overwhelming.
Consider making a spread sheet that allows you to quickly view side by side
comparisons of the vendors you are considering.
Here’s a sample of how to organize your search:
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Features and Capabilities

Reporting and Visibility
While the current political climate could change reporting requirement, Affordable
Care Act reporting is still obligatory. Having a system than can easily produce
ACA reporting documents for you to send to employees and report out on will
take a huge project off of your shoulders. In addition to ACA reporting, ask the
vendors your are reviewing if they will report to carriers any terminated
employees to assist with COBRA notifications to help you and your team stay
compliant.

Adaptability and Scalability
If you are a small organization and growing, it’s important to set up a system that
can grow with you. Implementing a platform that is easily scalable and adaptable
whether you are 100 employees or 1,000 makes a huge difference. When
assessing your contenders, ask how they approach scaling if this applies to your
organization.
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Integrations

Communication and Decision Support Tools
Having decision support and communication tools during Open Enrollment or
new hire onboarding is essential. As High Deductible Health Plans become
more favorable among companies and encouragement for employees to enroll
in these plans increases, clear communication about how these plans work is
necessary to help withenrollment rates. Educating a workforce about benefits is
a constant struggle and having a tool to help clarify benefits to employees
lessens the queue of questions to the HR team regarding benefits.
Additionally, having the ability to integrate decision tools in your platform or add
in plan documents is another important feature. When individuals are going
through the enrollment flow, having immediate access to plan documents to
review each offering will lessen the influx of benefits related emails during Open
Enrollment. Looking for tools that allows for these customizations will take a
large weight off of your shoulders.
(Psst, want to add an extra surprise filling to your cake? MBL Benefits
Consulting works with Ask Alex to help streamline your Open Enrollment
and assist employees with all their benefits questions!)

Rolling with Payroll
Many HR platforms will integrate with various payroll providers, especially since
benefits and payroll go hand-in-hand (just like your cake and frosting!). If the
platform you are looking at does integrate with your payroll provider, make sure
to get all the details on how that integration works. Ask questions such as is the
integration a “plug and play” or does it require a manual application program
interface configuration (which needs a little more love and care in
implementation). Having a key stakeholder from the payroll team weigh in here
will help you with your decision to ensure all your systems flow seamlessly
together.
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Mobile Access

The vast majority of
Americans – 95% – now own a
cellphone of some kind. The
share of Americans that own
smartphones is now 77%
- PEW

Mobile Accessibility
In an age where almost every individual owns a smartphone and
accesses their information via the web on their phone, having a
platform that has a mobile app or is mobile optimized is key. Being
able to access your information as an employee at your fingertips is
a must. With employees having work and benefits information
quickly accessible, trips and emails to HR become less frequent.
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Communication

Carrier Integrations
Benefits administrations systems typically will communicate with insurance carries
in one of three ways.
1. Form enrollment- this is the most common way companies under 100
employees submit enrollments, since it is low cost and low-tech. To help
streamline this process, some benefits admin platforms will provide prepopulated PDF forms for employees where they can then make their benefit
selections.
2. Census Enrollment- in a nutshell, benefit selections from employees are
tracked in a spreadsheet and then transferred to the carriers.
3. EDI Connection- this is also known as “carrier feeds,” which is a way of
transferring data in a secure, automated, and least error prone manner.
Knowing which method the platform you are looking at uses is helpful to
understand in order to pinpoint potential areas where errors can occur. Having file
feed issues or data dumps could lead to false enrollments or individuals falling
through the gaps- which is never fun to reconcile.

Support
In addition to ensuring the technology easily communicates with your insurance
carrier, it is also important to know that you have a support team with your
platform to troubleshoot any issues. There are a plethora of systems to choose
from, but having a provider with a great support team and easy user interface is
essential for your team as well as your employees. If the user experience for
everyone isn’t pleasant, interaction and usage won’t be as expected.
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Implementation

Implementation
Before fully committing to a vendor that best fits your needs, it is
important to understand the configuration needed to align with your
organizations existing data and other departments (payroll,
compensation, etc.). It is important to learn about the entire process
before you sign a contract and begin the transition. Here are a few
questions to ask the vendors you are exploring:
1. How long does implementation take?
2. What information are you responsible for providing?
3. Is there a training process/learning curve to get acclimated
to the system?
4. What does support look like after implementation?
5. Do we have an assigned account manager?
6. What is the total cost to implement the system and ongoing
fees?
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Conclusion

Conclusion
Choosing the right benefits administration platform for you and
your organization can take some time. It’s important to consider
all the stakeholders who will be affected and interact with the
system as well as the “must-haves” for you and your team.
By starting the process with a team of individuals who can bring
different thoughts to the table, you will be able to pick the right
system that provides an exceptional user experience for your
tech-loving employees, have the reporting tools necessary for the
business, and easily integrate with other departments such as
payroll.
While the journey, or better said the prep and bake time, to
finding and implementing your platform can be bumpy, the end
result will surely be sweet. Having a platform on your side will
help streamline your day to day workflow, provide pertinent
information to review employees utilization of your benefits
offering, and allow you to analyze thoughtfully how to better
strategize a total reward package to improve retention rates and
attract top talent.
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The Frosting on the Cake
Quick Take-Away’s

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Know What Your Needs Are: Make a Must Have List
Look for Integration Capabilities
Search for a Product with a Mobile App or Mobile Optimization
Find a Product with Great Customer Support
Understand the Implementation Process
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Grab Those Aprons, and Let’s Get
Baking

Even with all your ingredients measured and weighed in your prep bowls, there
are still steps along the way that could damper your best cake baking attempt.
MBL Benefits Consulting can assist you with implementing the best HRIS/Ben
Admin system, find partners that easily integrate, and provide cutting edge and
competitive benefits package for your employees. With over 20 years of
expertise in the benefits and HR industries, MBL Benefits Consulting provides a
breadth and depth of knowledge to help your organization choose the best
technology to ensure employees have a seamless enrollment and your HR
team has all the information they need.

For more information, please reach out to Tracy Avin, VP, Business
Development & Wellness at tavin@mblbc.com
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